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Sweeping across centuries, PASSION is the third novel in the unforgettably epic and worldwide

bestselling FALLEN series.AÃ‚Â New York TimesÃ‚Â bestsellerÃ‚Â AÃ‚Â USA Today

bestsellerMore than 3 million series copies in print!Luce would die for Daniel.And she has. Over and

over again. Throughout time, Luce and Daniel have found each other, only to be painfully torn apart:

Luce dead, Daniel left broken and alone. But perhaps it doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t need to be that way. . .

.Luce is certain that somethingÃ¢â‚¬â€•or someoneÃ¢â‚¬â€•in a past life can help her in her present

one. So she begins the most important journey of this lifetime . . . going back eternities to witness

firsthand her romances with Daniel . . . and finally unlock the key to making their love last.Cam and

the legions of angels and Outcasts are desperate to catch Luce, but none are as frantic as Daniel.

He chases Luce through their shared pasts, terrified of what might happen if she rewrites

history.Because their romance for the ages could go up in flames . . . forever.And don't miss

FALLEN on the big screen! The first book in the worldwide bestselling FALLEN series is now a

motion pictureÃ‚Â -- currently available for streaming and releasing in theaters September 8th,

2017.Ã¢â‚¬Å“Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•P. C.

Cast,Ã‚Â New York TimesÃ‚Â bestselling author onÃ‚Â Fallen
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These books are amazing. They give you an outlook into something we as people can not see

makes daniel and cam seem so real I was crying laughing heart racing in book one I was so

confused it was like I was like trying to decide whether I wanted daniel or cam to win her over. I'm a

normal biography reader I happened along the rapture book by accident at a used book sale the

cover was so interesting that I bought it I got a kindle for my birthday and looked up the other books

started reading and am now starting the rapture book they are amazing I'm happy as a young

mother for a book to take my mind someplace else sometimes. I've never read so much in my life.

Your books are truly amazing I hope after rapture that I can find another book to replace these great

ones any suggestions for a next book would be greatly appreciated.

Love love love this series. I was hooked from the first book and since then I couldn't put these

books down. With  prime in came in 2 days which was excellent. It was packaged tightly and no tear

at all. I will be ordering the last book very soon. If looking for a book with mystery and excitement

and fantasy this is it!

I loved all the series of the books. The romance between the two characters are very clean. The

only thing that I didn't like is that the books are so drawn out, and I'm not a huge reader, so I have to

read something that's going to keep my attention early on in the book. The first book Fallen is my

favorite ad did just that! The other books just became so redundant with the two relationship that it

got a little boring, Lucy was so wishy washy, back and forth it was ok the first book, but got irritating

through the other books.

This series has really grown on me. From a lackluster first book, to a pretty good second book, this

third book delivers everything I wanted: adventure, excitement, Luce's previous lives, and

background knowledge. Passion is Lauren Kate's third book in the Fallen series, to be followed by

the final book, Rapture.When we last left Luce and Daniel, they had fought a battle with the evil

Outcasts in her parents' backyard. Luce has found herself conflicted by her love and lives with

Daniel. Needing proof of why they live the nightmare of her flaming death over and over again, she



steps into an Announcer (smoky little portals that can be used to see or go to a person's former

lives) to find out what all these former lives are about. She starts off in Russia during WWII where

she sees how painful her death is for Daniel each and every time he loses her. She goes to Italy

during WWI, England, Egypt, China, and many more. Each time, Luce learns a little more about

herself and her love for Daniel.Along the way, she picks up an odd little helper in the Announcer

named Bill. He is a small little gargoyle thing that proves to be helpful in finding both her way and

the meaning she has been searching for. He helps her blend in with the time period, guides her into

meeting her former selves, and even helps her "cleave" with her former body, becoming that person

through the last moments of their life. All of this helps Luce realize everything Daniel has done is

because of his undying love for her. What she doesn't know, is he is following her through the

Announcers, trying to find her. At her first life, Bill convinces her it would be best to release her soul

from the curse, thereby releasing her love of infinite lives from the curse that destroys him with

every reincarnation. What she doesn't realize at first is Bill might have his own agenda that might

not be as genuine as Luce thinks. Can Daniel find her in time? Can they break the curse after

all?Oh this was such an interesting book! Every pair of chapters was a new place. The first chapter

would be Luce arriving in the former life, and then the second would be Daniel's arrival. Seeing the

lives from two different perspectives really explained the whole story in a way the reader can

appreciate. Then their two journeys differ a bit, and you see how their two lives are entwined, but

also how much they need each other. The love between Luce and Daniel is epic, and nothing,

including a bratty 12-year old French king, a huge class discrepancy, or a Mayan sacrifice, can keep

them apart. At different points in the last two books, I became annoyed with either Luce, for being

too petulant or Daniel, for being too vague, but this book made me love both of them at the same

time. This was the perfect lay-up for the final book, and I simply cannot wait to read it!

Loved it! I couldn't stop turning the pages as the story kept surprising me at every turn!

Daniel brings Luce home to her parents to celebrate Thanksgiving, but when her parents for their

after dinner walk, and Luce, her angel friends, her demon friends, two of her Nephilim friends and

her best friend from her first boarding school are trying to clean up the blind Outcasts came to take

her away. Instead of going with them or risking them killing any of her friends, she opens an

Announcer and travels to her past to see all the details she can't recall of the lives she and Daniel

have shared. She sees herself in England going up in flames and in Egypt and in China. She

watches both the falling in love of herself and the current manifestation of Daniel, to the demise



when she goes up in flames, to the aftermath for all the people who loved her before she died. She

sees Daniel and how he deals with her death and how much it tears him apart each time he loses

her. Each past self teaches her something, but none of them seem to put the whole story together of

the why she goes up in flames. Sometimes it is their first kiss, sometimes they have done more than

kiss, sometimes they haven't even touched yet. Something happens each and every time, but she is

still missing an integral piece of the puzzle.As she travels from Announcer to Announcer and goes

further and further into her past she picks up a Gargoyle named Bill who says he is there to help

her. He never lets himself be seen by the angels in any of the lifetimes, but he pulls strings and

makes it so she can safely live in each of the times for either a few moments or for days. Something

about him feels wrong, but she is so glad to have someone with her on this journey that she doesn't

always see or feel the discrepancy. He tells her the way to solve her current problem is to kill her

soul so she can go back to Daniel in her present and she will be safe.Daniel meanwhile is racing

after her, always arriving just a little bit too late, but also seeing their shared past from a new

perspective. Sometimes he visits his old self, sometimes he does not, but he does take the time to

visit the gathering in Heaven when the angels were told they needed to chose a side, either that of

Lucifer or that of the Throne and he tells both his old self and all the angels something they need to

hear.Bill has his day towards the end and things are all set up for book four, the final book in the

series.
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